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Abstract
The gross wood properties of specifit' gravit1, pro.

portion of laIetv17ud, and g,.owtb rate affected the
strengths of fib!',.boards in ten.rion ana benJinf.. dJ
well dJ their dimC1lsiollaJ stabilit,- Fa,. the refining
conditions ana' formation procedures .rtudied, and
after allowance for the effect of boar" specific g,.ar'it1'
mo.rt ~opertie.r were improved b, usittg fiber refil,ed
from "ense woo" having low 141""'00" content,

BoAkDS FOil INSULATION AND STIlUCTUI.AL USES
are being manulactured in increasing quanti-

ties. The coarse liber required for these products
can be disk-refined lrom untreated wood chips.
Since such liber is produced in essentially one
mechanical operation, continuous control is re-
quired of the raw material as well as the relining
process.

Considerable research has been published con-
cerning the effects ol reliner operation and board-
lormation variables on the physical properties of
fiberboards. Less well established are the indepen-
dent effects ol wood quality. If these effects can be
adequately defined, industrial operations may be
able to apply the inlormation by isolating or select-
ing wood having the desired characteristics or by
modifying the relining process in accordance with
the characteristics ol the raw material.

A broad program of research to establish inter-
rdations between pulp quality, wood chemical
composition, morphology of wood, board density,
and the physical properties of fiberboards has been
undertaken at the Southern Forest Experiment
Station's utilization laboratory in Alexandria, ta.
The ultimate objective is to develop criteria useful
in predicting and controlling the board-making
potential ol disk-relined fiber from loblolly pine
(Pj,,*s talU L). This paper di$CU5Ses interrelation-
ships between certain gross wood characteristics,
board density, and the physical properties ol the
boards.

IThe author acknowledges the assistance 01 the Roy
O. Martin Lumber Co., Alexandria, La.: R. A. Leask
and J. Adams, Bauer Bros. Co., Springfield, Ohio:
D. Bower, statistician, Southern Forest Experiment
Station, New Orleans, La.

Procedure

A factorial experiment with four within-sample
replications was designed with wood variables as
follows: Specific gravity of unextracted .wood
(ovendry weight and green volume )-Less than
0.49; more than 0.49. Growth r,ate--Less than 6
rings per inch; more than 6 rings per inch. Rings
from the pith (Position in tree)-o to 10 rings
(corewood); 11 to 20 rings (middle wood); 21 tt)
30 rings (outer wood).

Held constant were: Specific refining energy-
single refiner pass at 40 hp days! air-dry ton; re-
fining consistency-20 percent; actual feedrate-21
tons of ovendry wood! day; refiner-Bauer Bros.
#410, 40-inch, double-disk, 2'0 hp motors; chip
sample size-~~ pounds. ovendry; refiner plate

TW8 pope' w.. , ," at Set"o. 12-MechanJcol COft"'"
lion-of the 21.. A.allol Meetla. of the ..,... Ptodudt
a.-rch Society, Jllly 5, 1967 la Yoacou"" '.C., c...cIa. The
pope' woe ..C8Md for pvWlcotiOft la No_Mr 1967.
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., . r I .". '..co- ,I I
pattern-Bauer Bros. #40106; chip moisture con-
tent-l00 percent; rotational speed of plates-1200
rpm; dilution water temperature-130" 1".

The study variables were selected to provide
broad variation in gross wood characteristics.
Sampling at three distances from the pith was
chosen as a simple means of securing a range of
morphological and chemical characteristics. Loblol-
ly pine was used because of its moderate pitch
level and its commercial importance in southern
forests.

A refining energy of 40 hp days! air-dry ton was
selected (after trial runs) to achieve fiberization in
the widely divergent wood types. Since the purpose
of the study was to establish basic relationships, no
attempt was made to optimize board properties by
applying different refining energies or plate
patterns. To maintain the energy at the selected
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level, nominal plate clearance was varied in re-
sponse to the characteristics of the raw material.
This approach was followed because specific re-
fining energy appears largely to determine the
quality of the refiner groundwood fiber and is
universally used to maintain process control.

I:our gross wood properties were measured-
specific gravity of extracted and unextracted wood,
growth rate in rings per inch, and proportion of
latewood-and correlated with seven board pro~r-
ties in each of three board specific gravity classes
(0.4 to 0.5, 0.5 to 0.7, and 0.7 to 0.9).

Test Material and Refining

Fifty standing trees, 40 years or older, were
selected from a natural stand in central Louisiana.
After they were felled, those portions of each tree
that had at least 40 annual rings were bucked into
a-foot lengths. The top end of each log was marked
as shown in Figure 1 to facilitate sawing into
boards of the prescribed age classes. Logs were
culled if they had defects such as excessive sweep
and decay or exhibited visible evidence of com-
pression wood.

Two slabs were removed and discarded. The
resulting pith-center cant was ripped along the
10th, 20th, and 30th growth increments to form
5 boards of the required age classes. Thickness and
width I.'f the boards thus varied with growth rate
of the tree. The boards were immediately stored
under water to prevent sapstain and moisture loss.

A 1-inch-wide wafer was cut at midlength of
each board for determination of specific gravity
(ovendry weight, green volume) and growth rate.
The boards were then segregated according to
specific gravity, growth rate, and rings from the
pith. Boards with specific gravity near 0.49 or
growth rate near 6 rings per inch were excluded.
Twelve bundles of 200 pounds each (the green
weight of material required for four refiner re-
plications) were dipped in water-soluble penta
preservative to prevent sapstain, and sealed in
polyethylene sheets. All w()Qd was fiberized within
5 days, and no evidence of deteriorati()Q or mois-
ture loss was visible.

The wood in each category was separately
chipped and screened to eliminate chips larger than
I-inch. Acceptable chips were randomly divided
into four equal replications. A random suh~ample
of approximately t,O()() chips was taken from each
replicate for measurement of wt)()d properties.

The feed mechanism ()f the refiner was equil'pcd
with controls for obtaining ct'nsi~tent results with
the quantities of chips used here. As chips entered
the refining chamber, plate ~eparation was manu.
ally adjusted to maintain energy input at the
predetermined level. Simultaneously, the total
power demand was recorded and the run time
noted. Specific refining energ)' in terms of horse-
power days per air.dry ton ~'a~ calculated from
these data. Shaft horsep()wer values wert ustd after
deducting losses for motor efficiency (8. ~';~).
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steel plate was placed over the mat and the suction
reapplied until further obvious reduction in mat
thickness ceased.

The mat was then faced on one side with a
screen and placed between stainless steel cauls.
Each mat was dewatered in a cold press to approxi-
mately 50 percent consistency. All mats were
hot-pressed to 0.250 inch stops at 380' F. for 15
minutes. Tria.! funs had shown this schedule to be
satisfactory fllr the range of pulps and rnlard
densities used here. After pressing, all boards
were conditioned to equilibrium mojstllr~ (1lntent
in a room maintained at ~O percent relativ~ humidi.
ty and 72° F.

Each board was sanded on the screen sid~ to
0.20<) :t 0.005 inch and trimmed to panels measur-
ing 10 inches square. Two specimens for each of
the seven property determinatillns were (lit. from
each board.

Strength in bending was determined in accor.
dance with ASTM 0 ] 037. One specimen was testa!
with the screen side up. the second with the ~Ieen
side down. The results were :1veraged tll obtain a
single vallie of stress at the prllportil'nal limit
(Pi.) , modulus of el:1sticity (,\101:), and mlldulu';
of rupture (AJOIl). After tcst, :1 t.inch wafer was
cut frllm the end of each bending specimen for
determination (If sl~cific gravity. :1nd thc results
were averaged. SI~cific gravit), was based on
volume at test (d~termined h)' merCll ry immersion)
and ovendr}' weight.

Pulps can be held for extended periods if placed
in cold storage with a fungicide incorporated in
the slurry'. Accordingly a commercial pulp fungi.
cide was added to the refiner dilution water, thus
assuring a thorough mixture throughout the slurry.
Pulps were stored at 30. F., and no deterioration
was observed.

Detennination of Wood Properties

Unextracted chip specific gravity, based on green
volume and ovendry weight, was determined on
500 chips from each l,OOO-chip replicate. Green
volume was determined by water immersion'. Ex-
tracted specific gravity was calculated by reducing
the observed ovendry weight by the weight of the
alcohol-benzene extractive content of a matched
sample. Extractive content was determined by
TAPPI Standard Method T 6 os-59.

Since growth rate and proportion of latewood
could not be readily determined from chips, they
were measured on the cross-sectional surfaces of
the wafers used to segregate the material prior to
chipping. A lowpower microscope with a calibrated
eyepiece was employed to distinguish the character-
istically abrupt transition between earJywood and
latewood. Because boards varied in cross-sectional
area, measurements were weighted by area in cal.
culating the mean. The means thus calculated were
assumed representative of each replicate.

Preparation of Boards and Determination of
Properties

Three test boards having specific gravities of
approximately 0.4~, 0.60, and 0.80 (low, medium,
and high density) were manufactured from each of
the 48 sample pulps. Since each pulp varied in
drainage, formation, and pressing characteristics, it
was not posSible to establish a procedure for accu.
rate control of board specific gravity. Board density
is known to affect strength properties, and the
variation within board density classes was con-
sidered in evaluating the independent effects of
gross wood factors.

The ovendry weight of pulp required to form
one board measuring 12 inches square and 0.250
inch thick was calculated from a consistency sample
for each pulp and for each board-density class. The
pulp was diluted with water and disintegrated for
~ minutes. After further dilution, the slurry was
transferred to the deckle h<,x of the board former
and mixed.

After movement of the stock had quieted, a
constant vacuum of 20 inches of mercury was
applied through a receiving tank until all water
had disappeared from the board surface and the
mat began to part from the deckle. The suction was
then shut off and the deckle removed. A stainless

'Chilson, W. u.s. Forest PrOducts Laboratory, Madi-
son, Wisconsin. Personal Communication.

'Smith, D. M. ]96]. Method of determining specific
gravity of small wood chips. U.S. Forest Products
Laboratory Report 2209. Madison. Wis.
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90 percent relative humidity and ovendry. Results
were expressed as a percentage of the ovendry
dimension. The specific gravity of each test speci-
men was determined on the basis of ovendry
weight and ovendry volume.

Processing the Data

The effects of gross WOQd properties and board
specific gravity were studied by multiple regression
analysis. Each density class was considered sepa-
rately. Equations were developed by stepwise
introduction of the independent variables in de-

Strengths in tension parallel and in tension per-
pendicular to the surface were also determined in
accordance with ASTM D 1037. Specific gravities
(ovendry weight and volume at test) were deter-
mined on samples cut from the end of each tension-
parallel specimen after test and from matched
samples adjacent to the tension-perpendicular
specimens.

Dimensional stability was evaluated by measuring
the shrinkage in length and thickness of a 2-inch-
wide by 10.inch-long specimen between two
moisture contents: Equilibrium moisture content at

Table 1. - WOOD CHARACTERISTICS AND BOARD PROPERTIES FOR THREE IOARD

SPECIFIC GRAVITY CLASSES".

Dimensional chong.Tension

porollel
to surfoce

Tension

perpendiculor
to surface

lending

Boord
Thick. specific
"eSI gravity

Position
in

tree

Une..
trocted 'ropo,.

chip ~on of Rings Boord Boord Stress
specific lote- per Max. specific Mo.. specific at
gravity wood inch stress gravity stress gravity 'L MOE MOR

Boord

specific
grovity lineal

P.I.i. ,..J. P.5.1. % ,-
Low board density

21.9 0.478 957
21.9 .482 943
23.9 .493 1006
25.7 .462 967
19.5 .466 762
17.2 .482 764
19.4 .494 832
21.4 .476 781
18.4 .477 695
18.9 .502 780
18.2 .491 745
18.3 .480 725

Medium board density
17.9 .663 1610
20.6 .610 1377
19.8 .690 1953
23.4 .655 1673
17.8 .654 1295
20.3 .655 1269
20.0 .647 1105
24.5 .665 1474
20.2 .646 1373
18.6 .649 1228
20.8 .656 1234
24.8 .665 1413

High board density
24.8 .825 2240
29.6 .869 3144
24.5 .809 2401
25.9 .792 2637
22.7 ;837 2278
32.2 .861 2365
25.6 .867 2378
24.7 .844 2284
25.9 .831 2388
27.0 .889 2440
32.4 .875 2166
27.0 .871 2075

0.460
.490
.486
.456
.464
.494
.490
.479
.475
.492
.485
.480

0.501

.596

.632

.579

.:'81

.58~

.606

.566

.602

.581

.576

.531

6.99
7.56
7.02
6.'8
7.36
7.97
8.07
1.41
7.03
8.03
7.46
7.75

0.488

.506

.503

.473

.484

.499

.508

.492

.489

.517

.493

.491

Core
Co,.
Co,.
Co,.
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Outer
Outer
Outer
Outer

0.431
.456
.496
.535
.442
.466
.510
.531
.470
.449
.517
.534

0.237
.239
.310
.345
.265
.303
.345
.386
.351
.329
.411
.424

4.75
10.13
4.47

12.39
5.52
6.84
4.78
8.34
5.21
8.15
6.30
9.86

1083
1067
1132
978
975
919

1011
963
835
934

1012
984

250,322
255,825
251,245
236,005
188,379
205,098
204,562
220,489
170,552
192,88$
203,658
199,610

1696
1699
1818
1549
1406
1417
1509
1470
1239
1402
1478
1415

G460
490
486
.456
.464
.494
.490
.479
.475
.493
.485
.480

CON

CON

CO"

Core

Middle

Middle

Middle

Middle

Outer

Outer

Outer

Outer

.431

.456

.494

.535

.442

.466

.510

.531

.470

.449

.517

.534

4.75
10.13
4.47

12.39
5.52
6.84
4.78
8.34
5.21
8.15
6.30
9.86

2187
1713
2436
2013
1800
1754
1745
2074
1870
1720
1808
1952

.672

.635

.709

.671

.658

.673

.637

.693

.680

.660

.677

.676

487,795
441,713
585,329
517,502
403,027
407,398
332,293
434,573
412,814
388,605
377,752
426,728

3340
3029
4117
3541
2838
2815
2482
3195
2953
2733
2784
2928

.672

.635

.709

.670

.658

.673

.637

.693

.680

.660

.677

.676

.535

.542

.557

.504

.532

.500

.542

.522

.550

.542

.537

.512

8.96

8.51

8.57

7.42

9.15

9.50
8.89

8.45

9.08

9.18
8.55

9.31

.617

.631

.164

.670

.661

.683

.649

.685

.613

.653

.679

.619

.237

.239

.310

.345

.265

.303

.345

.386

.351

.329

.411

.424

665,135
831,378

730,156
755,293
632,609
692,600
688,429
674,539
711,502
770,610
638,940
655,693

4879
5701
5268
5152
4554
5139
SO65
4998
5008
4968
5052
4933

Co,.
Co,.
Core
Co.e
Middle
Middle
Mjddle
Middle
Outer
Outer
Outer
Outer

.431

.456

.494

.535

.442

.466

.510

.531

.470

.449

.517

.534

.237

.239

.310

.345

.265

.303

.345

.386

.351

.329

.411

.424

4.75
10.13
4.47

12.39
5.52
6.84
4.78
8.34
5.21
8.15
6.30
9.86

3515
3817
35~
3123
3226
3208
3572
3318
3513
3685
3674
3349

.838

.908

.834

.809

.831

.871

.881

.851

.868

.893

.927

.880

.838

.908

.834

.809

.832

.871

.881

.851

.868

.893

.884

.880

.529

.539

.546

.496

.549

.552

.576

.536

.549

.545

.589

.536

8.27
7.90
7.82
7.67
8.10
9.13
8.63
8.09
8.80
9.57
8.63
8.19

.855

.904

.845

.827

.864

.885

.892

.865

.877

.900

.884

.889

.Ea~h numencal value is the averag. of four r.plications .x~'pt that the values far proportion af latewood and rings per inch art
ba~ on - observetion.
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Various transformations of the single factors
were also considered, for example, board s~cific
gravity squilrcd. The board specific gravity values
were those obtained for the particular board prop-
erty under considcratilln.

Results

Table 1 summarizes wood and board properties
fur each density class. The values are carried to an
extreme number of significant figures to permit the
present statistical analysis and to allow future
statistical manipulations of the same data. As ex-
pected, all measured wood properties exhibited a
wide range and reflected the method of specimen
preparation.

cr~asing urd~r uf th~ir individual contribution to
th~ cumulative R2. All w~re th~ type y = b. +
b..\"1 + bs.\"2 + , wh~re y i~ a d~p~ndent
variable, for ~xample, MOR, MOE; b" a regressiun
clJefficicnt; and Xi, an independent variable, fur
example, growth rolte ur propurti(ln uf l:1tewu(ld.
The equati<.>n~ were t~sted at th~ 95 p~rc~nt I~vel,
and all included variables were significant at that
level.

The single variables were: UG-unextract~d
chip specific gravity; EG--extracted chip specific
gravity; L W-proportion of Jatewood, expressed
as a decimal fraction; GR-growth rate, rings per
inch; BG-board specific gravity.

The factor combinations were: (UG) (GR);
(EG) (GR); (GR) (I.W); (UG)/(LW).

Table 2. - MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED TO ESTIMATE 80ARD STRENGTH.

8_rd lravity
~Ioss

Eq.
no. 12Equatian s.

Maximum st..ss in tension parallel to surface (P.s.i.)

0.954

.398

226
112

."1
.474

145
247

1 All (0.42 . 0.97) y = -88.6029 + 4640.2n2(8G)'
2 Low (0.42.0.52) Y = -1,531.1871 + 3,232.1394(8G)Z + 767.5793(UG)/(LW) + 1,877.7974(LW)
3 Medium (0.54.0.74) Y = -1,945.9067 + 4,~n.1341(8G>" + 1,387.9765(UG)/(LW) - 192.93O2(GR) +

513.1896(LW):GR)
4 High (0.71 .0.97) Y = -=-22:132.'1845 + 54,408.0154(8G) - 28:'19.6454(8G)'

Maximum stress in tension perpendicular to surfoce (P .s.i.)

S All (0.43 . 0.93) Y = 62.3574 + 124.1791(8G)' - 146.5305(8G)
6 Low (0.43.0.52) Y = -10.8806 + 11.9735(UG)/(LW) + 55.~(UG)'
7 Medium (0.52 . 0.75) Y = 15.9037 + 1.992S(LWXGR)
8 High (0.75 . 0.93) Y = -22.8493 + 69.2104{BG)'

.360
.328
.367
.329

5.0

3.2

2.7

6.9

Stress at praportia"al limit in ""di"9 (P .s.i.)

.882
.521
.624

246
104
205

9 All (0.42 . 0.93) Y = 97.8157 + 3,057.9214(BGI'
10 Low (0.42 . 0.52) Y = -894.0134 - 2,784.0220:LW) -t- 3,426.6133(UG) + 2,026.8426(8G)
11 Medium (0.54 . 0.78) Y = -2,299.1274 + 4,764.5729(8G): + 728.0359(UG)/(LW) -j- 1,970.3457(UG)"
12 High (0.75 . 0.93) Y = 1,499.6329 + 2,635.2851(8G)' - 8S0.9264(UG)/(LW) t- 857.6457(UG)(GR) -

1,173.3574(LWXGR) 778 182

Modulus of rupture in bendin, (P .s.i.)

.944

.516

.750

.680

367
164
323
323

13 All (0.42 . 0.93) Y = -35.4088 + 6,842.1267(BG~
14 Low (0.42.0.52) Y = -1,471.8103 + 812.6071(UG)/(LW) + 5,144.1110(IG)' + 2,381.129O(UG)'
15 Medium (0.54 . 0.78) Y =: -7,963.4693 + 13.286.2315(IG) - 7,842.559O(LW) + 9,668.1205(UG)
16 High (0.75 . 0.93) Y = -3,668.8732 + 5,162.3073(IG~ + 1,320.8521(UG)/(LW) + 5,592. 5766(UG)

Mod"!,,s of elast;city In bending (P .s.i.)

17 All (0.42 . 0.93) Y = 5,422.1070 + 938,552.2460;8G)2
18 Low (0.42 .0.52) Y = -543,068.9040 + 268.737. 1880(UG)/(LW) + 628,365.2800(LW) +

628,689.3280(8G)'
19 Medium (0.54 . 0.78) Y = -1,284,707.9350 + 2,129,568.4080(8G) - 1,298,096.6OOO(lW) +

1,478,520.9590:UG)
20 High (0.75.0.93) Y =- 156,824.9740 + 648,802.5200(8GI' + 98,912.9980(UG)(GI) -

120,151.1810(lW)(GR)

.910 64.840

.611 21,960

.739 52,010

.573 60.328

.288

.137

.392

0.03

.03

.03

21 All (0.45 . 0.98) Y =
22 Medium (0.54 . 0.78) . y =

23 High (0.79 . 0.98) y =

Dime"sional stability porall.1 to It.. surface (%)

0.9567 - 1.1437(80) + 0.7674(80)'
0.5569 - 0.0108(lWXGa)
0.3336 + 0.0213(01) + O.80IO(lW) - O.O86OtlWXGa)

Dimensional stability perpendicular to the surface (0/.)

.420

.303

.1"

.321

.66

.46

.63

.61

24 All (0.45 . 0.98) Y = -2.9675 + 31.6591(IG} - 21.2405(IG)2
25 Low (0.45 . 0.52) Y = 0.3807 + 14.3044(IG)
26 Medium (0.54 . 0.78) I Y =. 9.5558 - 0.2161(UGXGR)
21 High (0.19.0.98) I Y = 21.4808 - 5.2770:UG)/(LW) - 15.5412(LW)
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Table 2 lists multiple regressiun equations which
most accurately describe board properties for each
density class in terms of board specific gravity
and gross wood characteristics; all positions in the
tree are considered. Also listed are equations re-
lating board properties to board specific gravity for
all density classes (pooled data). The variables
are shown in the order included, along with the
cumulative R' values and the standard error of the
estimate (s.).

Tension Parallel to the Surface

For the pooled data, maximum stress in tension
parallel to the surface increased with increasing
board specific gravity (Equation 1 and Figure 2,A).
The rate of increase became slightly greater with
increasing board specific gravity.

Board specific gravity proved the most signifi-
cant single variable when board classes were con-
sidered separately. Its positive effect on tensile
strength for each board class is shown in Figure

2,B.
For boards of low density, the proportion of

latewood and also the ratio of unextracted chip
specific gravity to proportion of latewood proved
significant after board specific gravity was con-
sidered (Equation 2). Ten~ile strength increased
with increasing chip specific gravity, the rate of
increase being greater fL\r wood with a low propor-
tion of latewood (Figurc 2,C). For :l given chip
specific gravity, tensile strength increased with
decreasing proportion of latewood. Although
latewood content and unextracted chip specific
gravity are related (r == 0.81), chip specific gravity
exhibited a range of values for all latewood cun-
tents. Unextracted chip specific gravity in this
and subsequent equations proved more ltighl)'
correlated with board pfl)perties than did extracted
chip specific 8ravi~y. All wood factors considered.
tensile strength parallel to the surface was increased
by using fiber refined from wood of high specific
gravity and containing a relatively low proportion
of latewood.

For boards of medium density, the growth rate,
the ratio of unextracted chip specific gravity to
proportion of Jatewood. and the product of growth
rate and proportion of liltewond proved signifIcant
after board specific gravity (Equation 3). The
effect of chip specific gravity at two late~.ooJ cun-
tents was similar to that ohtained for boards of low
density (Figure 2.0). The relation between tensile
strength and rings per inch at two latcwood con-
tents is shown in Figure 2.E. Tensile strength
increased slightly with incr~asing rings per inch for
wood of high latewood content, while it decreased
with increasing rings per inch for wood of low
latewood content. All wo()d fact()rs considered, the
tensile strength of medium-density boards was
improved by using fihcr refined front fast-grown,
dense wood of low Jatcw()od content.

Several of the independent variables used in
multiple regression estimates of board properties
were correlated. Unextracted chip specific gravity
was positively correlated with extracted chip
specific gravity (r = 0.910) and proportion of
latewood (r = 0.809); extracted chip specific
gravity was alro pt)sitively correlated with prt)por-
tion of latewood (r = 0.889). Correlations be-
tween gfi)wth rate and t)ther indel~ndent variables
were low.

t;ur the puoled data. several b<)ard prt'perties
proved highly interrelated. Notably. stress in
tensiun parallel to the surface was pt,siti,'ely cor-
related with stress at PL (r = 0.944). MOR
(r = 0.970). and MOE (r = 0.954). Stress at PL
was also positively correlated with MOR (r = 0.970)
and MOE (r = 0.969). while MOR was positively
correlated with MOE (r = 0.986).

Variance analysis showed no significant differ-
ence in specific refining energy between runs.
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latewood content, the product of chip specific
gravity and rings per inch, and the product of
latew(>od content and rings per inch proved signifi-
cant w()()d factors for bt)ards of high density
(Equation 12).

Stress increased with increasing chip specific
gravity (Figure .f,E); the level of the relationship
increased with det'reasing latewoud content. The
effect of chip specific gravity at twu growth rates
is shown in jC:igure 4,F: Stress increased with in-
creasing chip specific gravity, the rate of increase
being substantially greater for wood of slow
growth. The effect of latewood content at two
growth rates is shown in Figure 4,G. Stress de-
creased with increasing latewood, the decrease
being greater for wood of slow growth. .All wood
factors considered, stress at the PL for high-density
boards was increased by using fiber refined from
slow-grown wood of high density and low propor-
tion of latewood.

Fi,uN 5. - Modukls
of ruptuN i" ""di",
os Nlo..d to study
variables.

Only board specific gravity proved significant
for boards of high density (Equation 4 and Figure
2,B).

Tension Perpendicular to the Surface

For the pooled data (Equation 5) maximum
stress perpendicular to the surface first decreased
slightly with increasing board specific gravity,
reaching a minimum at about 0.6, and then in-
creased rapidly (Figure 3,A).

For boards of low density the significant factors
were unextracted chip specific gravity and the ratio
of unextracted chip specific gravity to proportion
of latewood. Board specific gravity did not prove
significant. Tensile strength perpendicular to the
surface increased with increasing chip specific
gravity (Equation 6, Figure 3,B) and, for a given
chip specific gravity, increased with decreasing
latewood content. All factors considered, tensile
strength perpendicular to the surface of low-density
boards was increased by using fibers refined from
dense wood having a low proportion of latewood.

For boards of medium density. the product of
latewood content and rings per inch proved signifi-
cant. Board specific gravity was not significant
(Equation 7). Maximum stress increased with
increasing latewood. the rate being greater for
slow-grown than for fast-grown wood. For a given
latewood content, tensile strength increased with
increasing rings per inch (Figure 3,C}. All wOQd
factors considered, strength perpendicular to the
surface was increased by using fiber refined from
slow-grown wood containing a high proportion of
latewood.

Board specific gravity proved the only signifi-
cant factor affecting the tensile stress in high-
density boards (Equation 8). Its positive effect is
shown in Figure 3.D.

Stress at PL in Bending
The relation between board specific gravity and

stress at PL for boards of all densities is given by
Equation 9. As shown in Figure 4,Jt.. stress in-
creased rapidly with increasing board specific
gravity.

For boards of both low and medium density.
proportion of latewood. unextracted chip specific
gravity. and board specific gravity proved signifi-
cant (Equations 10 and 11). The positive effect of
board specific gravity is shown in Figure4.B.

The effect of chip specific gravity is shown in
Figures 4,C and ~.D at two latewood contents. Stress
increased with increasing chip specific gravity for
wood of both high and low latewood content. At a
given level of chip specific gravity. stress increased
with decreasing latewood content. For all wood
factors affecting low- and medium-density boards.
stress at the PL was imptoved by using fiber re-
fined from dense wood containing a low propor-
tion of latewood.

After the positive effect of board specific gravity
(Figure 4.B). the ratio of chip specific gravity to
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Figu.. 7. - Dim.n-
.ionol chon9. porall.1
to the .urfoc. o. re-
lated to .tudy yo,iabl...

Modulus of Rupture
The relation between board specific gravity and

MOR for the pooled data is given by Equation 13.
As shown in Figure 5,A, MOR increased rapidly
witt1 board specific gravity, the rate becoming
greater with increasing board specific gravity.

For boards of low density, the ratio of unextract-
ed chip specific gravity to latewood content, the
square of unextracted chip specific gravity, and
the square of board specific gravity proved signifi-
cant (Equation 14). The positive effect of board
specific gravity on MOR is shown in Figure 5,B.
MOR also increased with increasing chip specific
gravity; for a given chip specific gravity MOR
increased with decreasing proportion of latewood
(Figure 5,C).

Both medium- and high-density boards behaved
similarly. Rates were linear with medium boards
but varied between latewood contents in high-

density boards (Equations 15 and 16 and Figures
5,D and 5,E).

All wood factors considered, MOR uf luw-,
medium-, and high-density boards was improved by
using fibers refined frum wood of high density
containing a relatively low prof'urtion of latewood.

Modulus of Elasticity
The relation between A10E and b()ard sl'lecific

gravity for the pooled data is given by Equation 17.
MOE increased with board specific gravity, the
relationship being curvilinear (Figure 6,A).

For boards of low density, the significant f.lctors
were proportion of latewood, the ratio of lln-
extracted chip specific gravity to proportion of
latewood, and the square of board specific gravity
(Equation 18). MOE increased with incre:\~ing
board specific gravity (Figure 6,B) and with in-
creasing chip specific gravity (Figure 6.(.). l:or
a given chif' specific gravity MOE increa..;ed with
decreasing latewood content. Medium-density
boards displayed a similar relatiunshif' exccf't that
there was no interaction between chip s~cifi(
gravity and latewood content (Equation 19. and
Figures 6,B and 6,D). All wood factors considered.
MOB of both low-and medium-density btJards was
increased by using fibers refined from wo(Jd of
high density containing a hJW f'roportion (If late-
wood.

The significant factors for high-density hoards
were board specific gravity, the product of wood
chip specific gravity and growth rate. :\nd the
product of latewood content and growth rate. AIDE
increased with chip specific gr:\vity. the rate being
greater for wood of slow growth (Figure 6,E).
MOE also decreased with increasing proportion of
latewood, the rate of decrea~ being greater for
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ing latewood content (Figure 8,0). ,\11 t.lCtur:l
considered, dimensional change ~;;'endi(lll.1r tll
the surface of high-density bC'.I..,!" wa.. minimi7cJ
by using fiber refined from lit: 1St: \V(I.,d haviny. il
low proportion of latewood.

Discussi()n
Most fiberboard properties considered here were

increased by use of fiber refined from dense w()od
containing a relatively low proportion l,f Jate,,'ood.
Wood from tll,'ce p\lsitions in the stem was con-
sidered: cor\', mi.!,II<:, .1nd o\.ter.

The J:ltcwt)Od (lntent Qf !oblully '"I;ne ch;lr;tc-
tcristically increases with dist:1n~e fr\II!1 tIle pilll. In
the present study it increa5ed 'signitic;tntl}" (l\!.Jc,
level) from 0.262 fQr inner "\lI)ll tC'c 1I.33{) f.,r
middle wood, and 0.380 for llutlr "'O(IJ. W \!I)d
of high and low spe~ific gravity and (If ~IO\v ilnd
fast growth W.1S considercd at eilch position. Be-
C:luse of the forced stratification l)f w()od specific
gravity at each radial posili()n, the c()rreliltion bc-
t~'een latewood COI\tent and unexlracted specific
gravity was relatively low (RI = 0.66) as compare.!
to that in stems. Thus, proportion ()f l:atcw()()d
exhibited a range ()f villucs :at all levels ofchip specific gravity. .

From this it m:ay be surmised thilt fiber prepared
from corewood of high uncxtr.1cted specific gravity
will yield boards of superior strength. The d:ata in
Table 1 confirm this observation. Thus, dense
veneer cores would appear to be a desirable rolW
material for fiberbC'ards from a strength stand-
point. In contra~t, fiber refined from slabs and
edgings of low density would be expected to yield
boards of inferior strength.

wood of slow growth (Figure 6,F). All wood
factors considered, MOE for high-density boards
was increased by using fibers refined from slow-
grown, dense wood with low proportions of
latewood.
Stability Parallel to Surface

For the pooled data, dimensionCl.l change parallel
to the surface decreased with increasing board
specific gravity to a minimum at about 0.7 specific
gravity, and then increased slightly (Figure 7,A,
Equation 21).

For boards of low density, no study factors
proved significantly related to dimensional change
parallel to the surface, and no equation was pro-
vided.

For boards of medium density, the product of
latewood content and growth rate proved signifi-
cant (Equation 22). Board specific gravity was not
significant. Dimensional change decreased with
increasing latewood (Figure 7,B); the rate of
decrease was greater for wood of slow growth, but
the amount of dimensional change was less for
this slow-grown wood.

For boards of high density, growth rate, propor-
tion of latewood, and their interaction proved
significant (Equation 23). Board specific gravity
was not significant. For wood of slow growth,
dimensional change parallel to the surface de-
creased with increasing latew'.>od content; with
wood of fast gr,)wth, dimensional change increased
with increasing Jatcwood content (Figure 7,C).

For boards of both medium and high density,
dimensional change parallel to the surface was
minimized by using fiber rcfined from wood of
slow growth containing a high proportion of
latewood.

Stability Perpendicular to Surface
For the pooled data, dimensional change per-

pendicular to the surface increitsed until board
specific gravity' reached about 0.7, then decreased
slightly (Figure 8,A, Equation 24).

For boards of low density, only board specific
gravity significantly afff'cted dimensional change
perpendicular to the surface (Equation 25). Its
positive effect is shown in Figure 8,B.

For boards of medium density, the interaction of
unextracted chip specific gravity and rings per inch
of growth rate proved the only significant factor
(Equation 26). Dimensional change decreased with
increasing chip specific gravity, the rate and
amount of decrease being greater for wood of slow
growth (Figure 8,C). For medium-density boards,
dimensional change perpendicular to the surface
was minimized by using fiber refined from slow-
grown wood of high density.

For boards of high density, the significant
factors were proportion of .Jatewoad and the ratio
of unextracted chip specific gravity and proportion
of latewood (Equation 27). Dimensional change
decreased with increasing chip specific gravity and,
for a given specific gravity, increased with increas-
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